[Research on influence of repair with tissue engineered tendon of vitreous cryopreservation on ultrastructure of Achilles tendon defect].
By observations of the features of ultrastructure changes in the tissue engineered artificial tendon of vitreous cryopreservation, we investigated the repairing effect of tendon after an in-vivo implantation and hence we provided an important theoretical and experimental basis for the vitreous cryopreservation and application of tissue engineered artificial tendon. After vitreous cryopreservation, the implantation materials of tissue engineered artificial tendon dynamically constructed in vitro were implanted in rats for reparation of the tendon defect. A scanning electron microscope was used. At the 2nd week, the materials presented a reticular formation and there were juvenile tendon cells among materials. At the 6th week, materials were already degraded and absorbed, and then were substituted by neonatal tendon cells and collagen fibers. At the 8th week, dense tendon tissues containing uniform tendon cells and collagen fibers were found already formed; the density of collagen fibers significantly increased with time. Using a transmission electron microscope at the 2nd week, we found active proliferation of tendon cells; most of them were immature cells with a complete nuclear membrane, clear nucleolus and little collagen fibers. At the 6th week, tendon cells were more mature with a little-sized, deep-stained nucleolus surrounded by plenty of collagen fibers with complete fiber structure and clear cross striation. There was no significant difference between the two groups. Using an electron microscope, we found a very good agreement in observation of the tissue engineered artificial tendon after the in-vivo implantation in two groups. Neonatal tendon cells and collagen fiber tissues grew well and are in a similar form and order when compared versus normal tendon tissues. This proved that vitreous cryopreservation has no significant influence on the function of tendon cells. The neonatal tissue-engineered tendon exerts good function of growth and repair.